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Criminals frequently move their infrastructure to evade detection. If a domain only stays online for a few days or hours,
defenders can’t leverage security tools that rely on blacklists and other known indicators. By way of example, Damballa’s Threat 
Discovery Center monitored Pony Loader malware for eight months. Our data analysis demonstrates the transient nature of 
criminal infrastructure. 

Criminals use only a few IPs per provider to stay under the radar and reduce their chances of getting caught. Since Damballa 
began tracking Pony, the criminals have used 281 domains and more than 120 IPs spread across 100 different ISPs. A review of 
domains per month shows a slow start in May (21) followed by a peak in July (45). 

In May and June, the criminals established their infrastructure and process for Pony campaigns. The number of IPs decreased in 
July and August; however, the number of domains increased significantly compared to the previous months, with 45 domains in 
July and 39 in August. The domains were divided over 12 IPs in July and over six IPs in August for a ratio of 6.5 domains per IP in 
August – twice as much as July. 

This interesting behavior may be due simply to the time of year. July and August is summer vacation in Europe. Maintaining the 
infrastructure involves getting new IPs and preparing new servers on different ISPs. With fewer resources available, the crew may 
have been heavily using the few IPs they had while waiting for their cohorts to return from vacation. 

Variety is the Spice of Life in Cyber Crime
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It’s no small feat to keep up with how cybercriminals operate.
Attackers have a vibrant underground community where they 
can buy or rent anything from command & control (C&C) 
infrastructure to sophisticated exploit kits to bare metal 
malware. It almost requires security professionals to take all 
preconceived notions, throw them out the window and start 
with a fresh perspective. 

The Q1 2016 State of Infections Report highlights several 
themes the Damballa’s Threat Discovery Center has followed 
over the past several months. All have one common factor; you 
never know what to expect from threat actors. Our hope is by 
shedding light on common techniques, enterprises can 
reassess their existing security controls. 

If

MALWARE ALERTS PER WEEK

Transient Criminal Infrastructure: Criminals keep their 
infrastructure on the move to keep defenders at a 
disadvantage; example: Pony Loader.

Leave No Trace Malware: Wiping malware helps 
attackers stay under the radar for months or longer; 
example: Destover. 

Easy & Affordable Malware versus Sophisticated: The 
path of least resistance makes ‘dumb’ malware 
appealing to criminals; example: MegalodonHTTP.

Transient Criminal Infrastructure: Pony Loader
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Other malware like 
Dyre, Vawtrack and 

Nyumaim download and 
infect the host device.

Pony Loader 
malware infects 

a device.

Dropper installs 
and runs.

Malware calls back to the 
Command and Control (C&C) 
server and downloader site; 
receives encrypted binaries. 



Changing It Up

Bottom Line

In September, Pony activity once again gained momentum. The criminals used 45 domains over 16 IPs for a ratio of 2.81 
domains per IP. October also had high numbers: 45 domains were divided over 26 IPs for a ratio of 1.73 domains per IP. It’s worth 
noting that the number of ISPs was less than two to one with the number of IPs. 

Pony activity slowed down again as we neared the holidays. In November, criminals created 39 domains divided over 17 IPs for 
a ratio of 2.29 domains per IP. In December, we saw 27 domains, 10 IPs and a ratio of 
2.7 domains per IP. Once again, this can be attributed to vacation time. 
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In addition to moving their infrastructure, the criminals behind Pony Loader also change up their malware. In May, Pony was 
configured to download Dyre, a banking Trojan. In  September, it was configured to download Vawtrak, another banking Trojan. 
On December 2, Vawtrak was replaced with Nymaim, a form of ransomware, before flipping back to Vawtrak on December 14. 

The criminal group behind Pony is well organized. They are able to propagate widely and remain under the radar through a 
structured routine that includes consistently creating several new domains and establishing new infrastructure, thus ensuring 
their new Pony malware is undetectable by most security products. Their use of several bulletproof hosters, or providers located 
in non-cooperative countries, allows them to remain online long enough and switch to different providers to remain stealthy.

If a domain only stays online for a few days or hours, criminal C&C communications can go undiscovered for long periods of time. 
Prevention tools that rely on blacklists and other known indicators will never find these types of attacks. Security teams should 
look for active C&C communications originating from inside the network and block outbound attempts.  Damballa Failsafe 
customers should turn on the TCP reset function or activate one or more of our integrations with endpoint and proxy technologies. 
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Advanced attackers are masters at concealing their tracks 
to throw investigators off the trail. One technique is a ‘leave 
no trace’ approach using malware that deletes the dropper 
and removes all evidence or leaves inconclusive clues. We 
will use Destover as an example. 

The Destover Trojan is associated with high-profile 
breaches including  Sony Pictures Entertainment and Saudi 
Aramco. This wiper malware deletes files off of an infected 
device, rendering it useless.  Attackers can stay undetected 
inside the network, expand their presence and exfiltrate 
Terabytes of sensitive information.

While researching a new sample of Destover, Damballa’s 
Threat Discovery Center came across two files that were 
identified by an antivirus product under a generic signature. 
After further analysis, we discovered two utilities closely 
related to Destover: setMFT and afset. Both are used to 
evade detection while moving laterally through a network 
to broaden the attack surface. 

The attacker interacts with setMFT through the command 
line rather than using a dropper. setMFT copies the 
timestamp settings from a source file to a destination file, a 
technique referred to as timestomping. When combined 
with similar file naming, timestomping enables a file to hide 
amongst legitimate files in the same directory. 

Security personnel looking for malicious files or scans of 
files created after a certain date are unlikely to suspect 
anything. Only a thorough forensic examination will reveal 
that a file has been timestomped based on conflicting 
record dates and possibly log files.

Afset is also used to timestomp files. It can also clean 
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Leave No Trace: Destover

Easy & Affordable Versus Customized: MegalodonHTTP

Microsoft Windows logs based on specified criteria (id, 
time), and change the PE build time and checksum. Afset 
allows the user to set only certain timestamps on a file 
(SIA, FNA or both). To achieve the timestomping and log 
cleaning functions, afset uses the RawDisk driver with the 
same lengthy license key.

Afset is used interactively on the target system. It allows 
attackers to remain 
stealthy and erase their 
tracks as they move 
through the network. A 
full forensic analysis of 
a system might reveal 
the presence of afset 
and missing log activity, 
but the initial activity 
would likely go 
undetected, creating a 
dangerous infection 
dwell time.

Bottom Line
Many of the tools and 
methods security teams use to identify the presence of 
attackers are not effective with toolsets like setMFT and 
afset.  Adversaries can clean and redirect log files and 
blend them with legitimate system files. SIEM or log 
analysis tools will never receive evidence of their presence. 
Also, these tools have limited distribution, which means 
new versions can go undetected by antivirus for long 
periods of time. Chances are security personnel will miss 
them altogether unless they have a continuous monitoring 
solution that looks for threat-related behavior over time. 

Security personnel ... 
are unlikely to suspect 
anything. Only a thorough 
forensic examination will 
reveal that a file has been 
timestomped based on 
conflicting record dates 
and possibly log files.

While sophisticated ‘APT-like’ cyber-attacks often dominate 
the headlines, many more cybercrimes are committed with 
simple malware that is easy, affordable and can be up and 
running in a day. Sophisticated malware is not the 
bellwether for a successful attack; it need only be unique 
and able to execute one time. 

Damballa’s Threat Discovery Center researched one such 
malware in November 2015 called MegalodonHTTP, a 
Remote Access Trojan (RAT). Priced between $35 and $100 
on HackForum and bin4ry.com, this simple malware 
included a number of features with broad criminal appeal:
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sony_Pictures_Entertainment_hack
https://www.damballa.com/megalodonhttp-botnet-discovered-the-shark-paradox/


About Damballa

As the experts in advanced threat protection and containment, Damballa discovers active threats that bypass all security 
prevention layers. Damballa identifies evidence of malicious network traffic in real time, rapidly pinpointing the compromised 
devices that represent the highest risk to a business. 

Our patented solutions leverage Big Data from the industry’s broadest data set of consumer and enterprise network traffic, 
combined with machine learning, to automatically discover and terminate criminal activity, stopping data theft, minimizing 
business disruption, and reducing the time to response and remediation. Damballa protects any device or OS including PCs, 
Macs, Unix, iOS, Android, and embedded systems. Damballa protects more than half a billion endpoints globally at enterprises 
in every major market and for the world’s largest ISP and telecommunications providers. 

To learn more about Damballa Failsafe visit our website www.damballa.com, contact us at 800.820.4527 or follow us on Twitter 
@DamballaInc.
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Easy & Affordable versus Customized: MegalodonHTTP
(Continued)

In this State of Infections Report, Damballa’s Threat Discovery Center highlighted three attack techniques to demonstrate the 
variety of tools threat actors use to keep security professionals off-balance. While antivirus, firewalls and sandboxing still play a 
valuable role in a defense strategy, the need for robust detection and response has never been more apparent. 
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Binary downloading and executing

Seven Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) methods

Remote shell, enabling it to execute commands on 
another user and on other network computers 

Crypto mining, which eats up a lot of computational 
power 

Antivirus killer

In January, Damballa’s Threat Discovery Center worked 
with Norwegian police, in a joint effort with Europol to 

identify the MegalodonHTTP author, who was arrested. 

Bottom Line
It’s easy to miss the forest for the trees when protecting an 
enterprise network. Attacks come in many forms; from 
customized malware to simple yet effective. Some threat 
actors have eliminated the use of malware altogether. If you 
focus only on the inbound malware file, you can miss the attack 
completely. Enterprise security teams should reassess their 
security stack to ensure they have ways to detect attackers 
regardless of malware. 

Conclusion
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